Lierre Bridal Accessories was opened after trying to help someone find high quality pieces without a high
mark up. We searched high and low and between traditional retail and online shopping, we failed to find
the uniqueness we searched for.
I decided I could do better.
We may have begun as bridal only but due to our clientele asking for more it evolved. We added new
collections that ranged from gemstones to ancient Roman Glass. We added a section of products that
we call ‘Great looks for Less’ with the products costing less than $30.00.
The majority of our pieces are
.925 Sterling Silver (some pieces are not but it will be clearly detailed in the product description.)
We offer our clients a lot of pearl jewelry that is real as we don’t like faux pearls. As before, the product
description will clearly say ‘freshwater cultured pearl’ or ‘freshwater pearl’ in the description.
Our goals and pledge to you
We aren’t a company who posts products and hopes for the best. We hand select our pieces because
we want you to fall in love with it, wear it over and over again, and then have that same piece become
an heirloom so your loved one can remember how special and unique you are.
Our current collections are

Bouquet Jewelry
Bracelets
Bridal Belts
Bridal Necklaces and Earrings (sets)
Combs
Earrings
Necklaces
Roman Glass
Sale Items from all Collections
Sterling Silver
Tiara and Head Pieces
Tiaras, Earrings and Necklaces (sets)

Starting at
$7.99
$10.00
$59.00
$24.00
$19.99
$9.50
$19.00
$47.00
$9.50
$9.50
$19.99
$139.00

The most popular collection is ‘Great Looks for Less’ and no item is priced above $30.00. And don’t let
the name fool you – you can find lots of .925 Sterling Silver, freshwater pearl and gemstone pieces.
Free Shipping on every product!
If you live in the domestic USA you can take advantage of it by using the code FREESHIPPING in the
checkout area. Most items can be shipped within two business days. We can’t guarantee that it is
detailed on every product page but have a little faith and remember to type it in at checkout.
Take a moment from your busy schedule and stop by lierrrebridal.com and explore our collections. You
may be surprised that high quality and good price are as close as your fingertips.

